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0ROPER IS WITH "ODY 7ORK 2ESEARCH #ENTER 0HYSICAL !CTIVITY 7ORK AND (EALTH 4./65MC 4HE 
.ETHERLANDS AND WITH THE 65 5NIVERSITY -EDICAL #ENTER )NSTITUTE FOR 2ESEARCH IN %XTRAMURAL -EDICINE 
%-'/ )NSTITUTE	 6AN DER "OECHORSTSTRAAT  ., "4 !MSTERDAM 4HE .ETHERLANDS #ERIN AND 
/WEN ARE WITH THE #ANCER 0REVENTION 2ESEARCH #ENTRE 3CHOOL OF 0OPULATION (EALTH 4HE 5NIVERSITY 
OF 1UEENSLAND (ERSTON 1,$  !USTRALIA
.EIGHBORHOOD AND )NDIVIDUAL 
3OCIO%CONOMIC 6ARIATIONS IN THE 
#ONTRIBUTION OF /CCUPATIONAL 0HYSICAL 
!CTIVITY TO 4OTAL 0HYSICAL !CTIVITY
+ARIN ) 0ROPER %STER #ERIN AND .EVILLE /WEN
"ACKGROUND 4HERE IS AN INVERSE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN INDIVIDUAL SOCIOECONOMIC 
STATUS 3%3	 AND AMOUNT OF OCCUPATIONAL PHYSICAL ACTIVITY 4HE ROLE OF THE SOCIO
ECONOMIC ENVIRONMENT IS HOWEVER LESS CLEAR 4HIS STUDY EXAMINED THE INDEPENDENT 
INmUENCES OF NEIGHBORHOOD AND INDIVIDUAL 3%3 ON ABSOLUTE AND RELATIVE AMOUNT 
OF  OCCUPATIONAL  PHYSICAL  ACTIVITY  )T  ALSO  EXAMINED  THE MODERATING  EFFECTS  OF 
NEIGHBORHOOD 3%3 ON THE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN INDIVIDUAL 3%3 AND OCCUPATIONAL 
PHYSICAL ACTIVITY -ETHODS %MPLOYEES N  	 RESIDENT IN HIGH OR LOW 3%3 
NEIGHBORHOODS WERE ASSESSED ON SOCIODEMOGRAPHIC FACTORS INCLUDING EDUCATIONAL 
ATTAINMENT AND HOUSEHOLD INCOME AND PHYSICAL ACTIVITY 2ESULTS .EIGHBORHOOD 
3%3 AND  INDIVIDUAL 3%3 WERE  INDEPENDENTLY  INVERSELY  RELATED  TO ABSOLUTE AND 
RELATIVE AMOUNT OF OCCUPATIONAL PHYSICAL ACTIVITY 3IGNIlCANT INTERACTIONS BETWEEN 
NEIGHBORHOOD 3%3 AND LEVEL OF EDUCATIONAL ATTAINMENT IN THE CONTRIBUTION OF TOTAL 
AND VIGOROUS OCCUPATIONAL PHYSICAL ACTIVITY TO TOTAL PHYSICAL ACTIVITY WERE FOUND 
#ONCLUSIONS .EIGHBORHOOD 3%3 CAN FUNCTION AS A MODERATOR IN THE RELATIONSHIP 
BETWEEN INDIVIDUAL 3%3 AND OCCUPATIONAL PHYSICAL ACTIVITY
+EY 7ORDS ACTIVITIES 3%3 ENVIRONMENT EFFECT MODIlCATION OCCUPATIONAL
'ROUPS IN SEVERAL COUNTRIES RECOMMEND THE ACCRUAL OF  MIN OF MODERATEINTEN
SITY PHYSICAL ACTIVITY ON MOST DAYS OF THE WEEK FOR HEALTH BENElTS 4O DATE THE 
WORKPLACE IS STILL AN IMPORTANT SETTING FOR OBTAINING REGULAR PHYSICAL ACTIVITY
4HE AMOUNT OF OCCUPATIONAL PHYSICAL ACTIVITY DIFFERS BETWEEN OCCUPATIONAL 
STATUS AND SOCIOECONOMIC STATUS 3%3	 GROUPS &OR EXAMPLE BLUE COLLAR AND LESS 
SKILLED WORKERS ARE MORE LIKELY TO BE PHYSICALLY ACTIVE AT WORK THAN ARE WORKERS 
IN PROFESSIONAL OCCUPATIONS 4HOSE IN HIGHER OCCUPATIONAL STATUS GROUPS ARE MORE 
ACTIVE DURING LEISURE TIME THAN ARE LOWER OCCUPATIONAL STATUS WORKERS   #ONSIS
TENT WITH  THESE lNDINGS  EDUCATIONAL  ATTAINMENT AND  INCOME  LEVEL  ARE  INVERSELY 
*OURNAL OF 0HYSICAL !CTIVITY AND (EALTH  
Ú  (UMAN +INETICS )NC
    0ROPER #ERIN AND /WEN
ASSOCIATED WITH OCCUPATIONAL PHYSICAL ACTIVITY AND POSITIVELY RELATED WITH LEISURE
TIME PHYSICAL ACTIVITY  4HE RELATIVE CONTRIBUTIONS OF OCCUPATIONAL PHYSICAL ACTIVITY 
TO TOTAL PHYSICAL ACTIVITY ARE THUS LIKELY TO VARY BETWEEN 3%3 GROUPS BUT THERE IS 
LITTLE RESEARCH ON THE TOPIC 
!S NOTED EARLIER PREVIOUS STUDIES HAVE SHOWN A NEGATIVE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN 
INDIVIDUALLEVEL 3%3 AND AMOUNT OF OCCUPATIONAL PHYSICAL ACTIVITY (OWEVER THE 
ROLE OF THE SOCIOECONOMIC ENVIRONMENT IN THIS REMAINS UNCLEAR 4HOUGH THE 3%3 
OF A RESIDENTS NEIGHBORHOOD PARTLY REmECTS INDIVIDUAL 3%3 THERE IS NEVERTHELESS 
VARIATION IN INDIVIDUAL 3%3 LEVELS WITHIN THE SAME NEIGHBORHOOD
.EIGHBORHOOD 3%3 MAY FUNCTION AS A MODERATOR IN THE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN 
INDIVIDUAL 3%3 AND PHYSICAL ACTIVITY 4HESE RELATIONS ARE COMPLEX BUT MUST BE 
CONSIDERED WHEN EXAMINING THE CONTRIBUTIONS OF OCCUPATIONAL PHYSICAL ACTIVITY TO 
OVERALL HEALTHENHANCING PHYSICAL ACTIVITY
7E EXAMINED AMOUNTS OF OCCUPATIONAL PHYSICAL ACTIVITY AND THE CONTRIBUTIONS 
OF OCCUPATIONAL PHYSICAL ACTIVITY TO TOTAL PHYSICAL ACTIVITY BY NEIGHBORHOODLEVEL 
AND INDIVIDUALLEVEL 3%3 AND THE EFFECT OF NEIGHBORHOOD 3%3 ON INDIVIDUALLEVEL 
3%3 VARIATIONS IN THE CONTRIBUTION OF OCCUPATIONAL PHYSICAL ACTIVITY TO TOTAL PHYSICAL 
ACTIVITY )T WAS PREDICTED THAT INDIVIDUALLEVEL 3%3 AND NEIGHBORHOODLEVEL 3%3 
WOULD BE INDEPENDENTLY INVERSELY ASSOCIATED WITH AMOUNT OF OCCUPATIONAL PHYSI
CAL ACTIVITY AND THE CONTRIBUTION OF OCCUPATIONAL PHYSICAL ACTIVITY TO TOTAL ACTIVITY 
&URTHERMORE IT WAS HYPOTHESIZED THAT THE INDEPENDENT EFFECT OF NEIGHBORHOODLEVEL 
3%3 ON CONTRIBUTION OF OCCUPATIONAL PHYSICAL ACTIVITY TO TOTAL ACTIVITY WOULD BE IN 
PART ATTRIBUTABLE TO THE HIGHER AMOUNTS OF LEISURETIME PHYSICAL ACTIVITY REPORTED 
BY RESPONDENTS LIVING IN HIGH 3%3 AREAS
-ETHODS
3TUDY $ESIGN AND 0ROCEDURE
3TUDY PARTICIPANTS WERE RECRUITED FROM A CROSSSECTIONAL SURVEY THE 0,!#% STUDY 
0HYSICAL !CTIVITY  IN ,OCALITIES  AND #OMMUNITY %NVIRONMENTS	  CONDUCTED  IN 
!DELAIDE !USTRALIA IN  4HE "EHAVIOURAL AND 3OCIAL 3CIENCES %THICS 
#OMMITTEE OF THE 5NIVERSITY OF 1UEENSLAND APPROVED THE STUDY
$ETAILS  ABOUT  THE  SAMPLING  DESIGN  AND  RECRUITMENT  PROCEDURE  ARE  GIVEN 
ELSEWHERE (OUSEHOLDS WERE RANDOMLY SELECTED FROM  URBAN COMMUNITIES IN 
!DELAIDE  CLASSIlED  AS  HIGH  AND  LOW hWALKABLEv  USING GEOGRAPHIC  INFORMATION 
SYSTEMS METHODS AND MATCHED FOR SOCIOECONOMIC STATUS
"RIEmY A LETTER INTRODUCING THE STUDY AND INVITING PARTICIPATION WAS MAILED TO 
 RANDOMLY SELECTED ADDRESSES IN EACH NEIGHBORHOOD 3UBJECTS WHO WERE BETWEEN 
 AND  Y OLD AND RESIDED IN PRIVATE DWELLINGS WERE ELIGIBLE TO PARTICIPATE %LIGIBLE 
VOLUNTEERS WERE SENT A SURVEY &OR THE PRESENT ANALYSES A SELECTION OF THE WORKING 
POPULATION WAS MADE N  	
-EASURES
0HYSICAL !CTIVITY 0HYSICAL ACTIVITY WAS ASSESSED USING THE LONG SELFADMINISTERED 
VERSION OF THE )NTERNATIONAL 0HYSICAL !CTIVITY 1UESTIONNAIRE )0!1	  1UESTIONS 
RELATED TO ACTIVITY IN THE LAST  D 0ER DOMAIN IE WORK TRANSPORTATION HOUSEHOLD 
3OCIAL 6ARIATIONS IN 0HYSICAL !CTIVITY AT 7ORK    
AND YARD AND LEISURE TIME	 EACH RESPONDENT WAS ASKED TO SPECIFY THE FREQUENCY 
AND DURATION FOR EACH SPECIlC TYPE OF ACTIVITY WALKING MODERATEINTENSITY AND 
VIGOROUSINTENSITY ACTIVITIES	 )N THE )0!1 WALKING IS CONSIDERED SEPARATELY FROM 
OTHER TYPES OF MODERATEINTENSITY ACTIVITIES 5SING THE #OMPENDIUM OF 0HYSICAL 
!CTIVITIES AN AVERAGE -%4 VALUE WAS ASSIGNED TO EACH CATEGORY OF ACTIVITY  
!CCORDING TO THE )0!1 SCORING PROTOCOL  THE FOLLOWING -%4 VALUES WERE USED 
WALKING   -%4S MODERATE   -%4S CYCLING FOR TRANSPORT   -%4S 
VIGOROUS   -%4S VIGOROUS DOMESTIC AND GARDEN ACTIVITIES   -%4S 4HE 
AMOUNT OF OCCUPATIONAL AND TOTAL PHYSICAL ACTIVITY WAS EXPRESSED IN -%4MIN PER 
WEEK
3OCIO%CONOMIC 3TATUS .EIGHBORHOOD AND )NDIVIDUAL .EIGHBORHOOD 3%3 WAS 
DERIVED FROM CENSUS DATA ON AGE HOUSEHOLD INCOME LABOR FORCE STATUS AND PROPERTY 
VALUATION DATA .EIGHBORHOODS WITH A MEDIAN WEEKLY HOUSEHOLD INCOME BETWEEN 
!5$   AND !5$  WERE  CLASSIlED  AS  hLOWv 3%3 NEIGHBORHOODS  OVERALL 
MEDIAN FOR THESE  NEIGHBORHOODS  !5$  TO 	 WHILE THOSE WITH A MEDIAN 
WEEKLY HOUSEHOLD INCOME ABOVE !5$  WERE CLASSIlED AS hHIGHv 3%3 NEIGHBOR
HOODS OVERALL MEDIAN FOR THESE  NEIGHBORHOODS  !5$  TO 	
!T  THE  INDIVIDUAL  LEVEL  SELFREPORTED  EDUCATIONAL  ATTAINMENT  AND  ANNUAL 
HOUSEHOLD  INCOME WERE ASSESSED 4HE HIGHEST  LEVEL OF SCHOOLING WAS CLASSIlED 
INTO  THREE  LEVELS  FOR  THE PRESENT ANALYSES 	 NEVER ATTENDED SCHOOL OR PRIMARY 
SCHOOL OR YEAR  OR BELOW 	 YEAR  OR EQUIVALENT OR TECHNICAL OR TRADE SCHOOL 
CERTIlCATEAPPRENTICESHIP 	 UNIVERSITY OR TERTIARY QUALIlCATION 3ELFREPORTED ANNUAL 
HOUSEHOLD INCOME WAS CLASSIlED INTO THREE LEVELS LOWER  !5$ 	 MODERATE 
!5$  TO 	 AND HIGHER  !5$ 	 INCOME LEVEL 4HESE CATEGORIES 
WERE FORMED TO OBTAIN APPROXIMATELY BALANCED INCOME GROUPS
#OVARIATES
$EMOGRAPHIC CHARACTERISTICS WORKING HOURS BODY WEIGHT AND HEIGHT WERE ALSO 
ASKED  IN  THE SURVEY 4HESE VARIABLES MAY BE  RELATED  TO 3%3 AND  THE PROPORTION 
OF  OCCUPATIONAL  PHYSICAL  ACTIVITY  AND WERE  THEREFORE  INCLUDED  IN  THE MODEL  AS 
COVARIATES
3TATISTICAL !NALYSES
$ESCRIPTIVE STATISTICS ON THE CHARACTERISTICS OF THE STUDY POPULATION WERE lRST CAL
CULATED !NALYSIS OF COVARIANCE !.#/6!	 WAS USED TO ESTIMATE THE DIFFERENCES 
IN THE AMOUNT AND THE PROPORTION OF OCCUPATIONAL PHYSICAL ACTIVITY BETWEEN THE 
VARIOUS 3%3 GROUPS ADJUSTING FOR GENDER AGE WORKING HOURS BODYMASS INDEX 
AND THE REMAINING TWO 3%3 VARIABLES !LTHOUGH IT WAS EXPECTED THAT SOME OF THE 
PHYSICAL ACTIVITY DATA WOULD BE POSITIVELY SKEWED WE DECIDED TO USE !.#/6! 
4HIS IS BECAUSE !.#/6! IS ROBUST TO VIOLATIONS OF THE ASSUMPTION OF NORMALITY OF 
RESIDUALS IN LARGESIZED SAMPLES EG N  	 4O EXAMINE POSSIBLE MODERATING 
EFFECTS OF NEIGHBORHOOD 3%3 ON THE RELATIONSHIPS BETWEEN INDIVIDUALLEVEL 3%3 
AND  THE CONTRIBUTION OF OCCUPATIONAL PHYSICAL ACTIVITY  TO  TOTAL PHYSICAL ACTIVITY 
INTERACTION TERMS WERE ADDED TO THE MODELS 4HE SIGNIlCANCE LEVEL WAS SET AT 0  
 !LL ANALYSES WERE PERFORMED USING THE 3033 VERSION  STATISTICAL SOFTWARE 
PACKAGE 3033 )NC #HICAGO ),	
    0ROPER #ERIN AND /WEN
2ESULTS
3TUDY 0OPULATION
! TOTAL OF  WILLING AND ELIGIBLE SUBJECTS COMPLETED THE SURVEY /F THESE  
WERE WORKING N  	  	 HAD MISSING VALUES ON AT LEAST ONE OF THE 
VARIABLES INCLUDED IN THE ANALYSES RESULTING IN A lNAL SUBSAMPLE OF  4HERE 
WERE NO SINGLE VARIABLES THAT WERE HIGH IN MISSING VALUES 0ARTICIPANTS WITH MISSING 
DATA WERE MORE OFTEN OF LOWER INDIVIDUAL 3%3 RESIDED IN NEIGHBORHOODS OF LOWER 
3%3 AND HAD HIGHER LEVELS OF OCCUPATIONAL PHYSICAL ACTIVITY COMPARED TO THOSE 
WITHOUT ANY MISSING DATA
4HE MEAN  AGE OF  THE lNAL  STUDY POPULATION WAS   	  Y  AND  
WERE WOMEN 0ARTICIPANTS OF HIGHER 3%3 WERE MORE  REPRESENTED  IN  THE  SAMPLE 
WITH   LIVING  IN NEIGHBORHOODS OF HIGHER 3%3  HAVING A UNIVERSITY 
OR TERTIARY QUALIlCATION AND  AND  EARNING AT A MODERATE AND HIGHER 
LEVEL RESPECTIVELY 2ESPONDENTS FROM LOWER INDIVIDUAL 3%3 WERE MORE LIKELY TO 
BE RESIDENTS OF LOWER3%3 NEIGHBORHOODS AND VICE VERSA 4ABLE 	
4ABLE   #ROSS4ABULATION TO $ESCRIBE THE $ISTRIBUTION OF )NDIVIDUAL 
3%3 ,EVELS !CROSS .EIGHBORHOOD 3%3 ,EVELS
,OWER NEIGHBORHOOD 
3%3
(IGHER NEIGHBORHOOD 
3%3 4OTAL
%DUCATIONAL LEVEL
,OWER  	  	  	
-ODERATE  	  	  	
(IGHER  	  	  	
(OUSEHOLD INCOME
,OWER  	  	  	
-ODERATE  	  	  	
(IGHER  	  	  	
4HE MEAN AMOUNT OF OCCUPATIONAL PHYSICAL  ACTIVITY WAS  THE HIGHEST   
-%4MINWK	  FOLLOWED BY  HOUSEHOLDYARD  ACTIVITY   -%4MINWK	 4HE 
OPPOSITE WAS  TRUE FOR  THE MEDIAN -%4MINWK !CTIVITY PERFORMED AT HOME OR 
IN THE YARD PROVIDED THE LARGEST PROPORTION OF TOTAL PHYSICAL ACTIVITY 	 FOL
LOWED BY OCCUPATIONAL PHYSICAL ACTIVITY 	 AND LEISURETIME PHYSICAL ACTIVITY 
	 4HE CONTRIBUTION OF OCCUPATIONAL PHYSICAL ACTIVITY HAD A STRONG POSITIVE 
LINEAR RELATIONSHIP WITH TOTAL AMOUNT OF PHYSICAL ACTIVITY R  	 WHEREAS THE 
REMAINING THREE ACTIVITY DOMAIN PROPORTIONS HAD NEGATIVE CORRELATIONS WITH ABSOLUTE 
TOTAL PHYSICAL ACTIVITY R  n HOUSEHOLD AND YARD	 R  n TRANSPORTATION	 
AND R  n LEISURE TIME	 /CCUPATIONAL PHYSICAL ACTIVITY HAD THE HIGHEST TOTAL 
-%4MIN VALUES BUT ON AVERAGE DID NOT ACCOUNT FOR THE LARGEST PERCENTAGE IN TOTAL 
PHYSICAL ACTIVITY FOR TWO REASONS 	 THERE WERE MORE RESPONDENTS WITH LOWER THAN 
HIGHER LEVELS OF OCCUPATIONAL PHYSICAL ACTIVITY AND 	 RESPONDENTS WHO WERE PHYSI
CALLY ACTIVE AT WORK ACCUMULATED A LARGE AMOUNT OF WEEKLY PHYSICAL ACTIVITY
3OCIAL 6ARIATIONS IN 0HYSICAL !CTIVITY AT 7ORK    
.EIGHBORHOOD AND )NDIVIDUAL 3%3 6ARIATIONS IN /CCUPATIONAL 
0HYSICAL !CTIVITY
4HERE WAS A CLEAR CONSISTENT INDEPENDENT RELATIONSHIP 0  	 BETWEEN ALL THREE 
3%3 VARIABLES AND OCCUPATIONAL PHYSICAL ACTIVITY WITH THE LOWER 3%3 GROUPS HAVING 
MORE OCCUPATIONAL PHYSICAL ACTIVITY THAN THE HIGHER 3%3 GROUPS 4ABLE 	
4ABLE   !DJUSTEDA -EAN /CCUPATIONAL 0! IN -%4MINWK	 BY 3%3 
6ARIABLE N  	
4OTAL 0! AT WORK 6IGOROUS 0! AT 
WORK
-ODERATE 0! AT 
WORK
7ALKING AT 
WORK
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3%3 N	 & 	 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  & 	  
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(IGHER 	  	  	  	  	
.OTE A COVARIATES AGE GENDER BODYMASS INDEX WORKING HOURS AND THE REMAINING TWO 3%3 VARIABLES 
B0   C 0   D 0  
%XCEPT FOR THE CONTRIBUTION OF WALKING AT WORK DIFFERENCES IN THE CONTRIBUTION OF 
OCCUPATIONAL PHYSICAL ACTIVITY TO TOTAL PHYSICAL ACTIVITY SHOWED THE SAME PATTERN AS 
WITH RESPECT TO THE ABSOLUTE AMOUNT OF OCCUPATIONAL PHYSICAL ACTIVITY THE HIGHER THE 
3%3 THE LOWER THE CONTRIBUTION OF ACTIVITY AT WORK TO TOTAL PHYSICAL ACTIVITY 4ABLE 
	 4HE CONTRIBUTION OF WALKING AT WORK DID SIGNIlCANTLY DIFFER BETWEEN PARTICIPANTS 
FROM LOWER VERSUS HIGHER 3%3 NEIGHBORHOODS BUT NOT BETWEEN THOSE OF DIFFERENT 
INDIVIDUAL 3%3 LEVELS 4ABLE  FURTHER SHOWS THAT OCCUPATIONAL PHYSICAL ACTIVITY 
CONTRIBUTED FOR A LARGE PART TO TOTAL PHYSICAL ACTIVITY EVEN AMONG THOSE FROM HIGHER 
3%3 WITH A RANGE FROM  TO  AMONG PARTICIPANTS FROM HIGHER 3%3 AND 
A RANGE FROM  TO  AMONG THOSE FROM THE LOWER 3%3 GROUPS
2ESULTS OF !.#/6! WITH TOTAL LEISURETIME PHYSICAL ACTIVITY AS THE DEPENDENT 
VARIABLE SHOWED NO STATISTICALLY SIGNIlCANT DIFFERENCES BETWEEN LOW AND HIGH 3%3 
AREAS IN TOTAL LEISURETIME PHYSICAL ACTIVITY 
    0ROPER #ERIN AND /WEN
-ODERATING %FFECTS OF .EIGHBORHOOD 3%3 ON )NDIVIDUAL 3%3 
6ARIATIONS IN /CCUPATIONAL 0HYSICAL !CTIVITY
4HERE WAS A SIGNIlCANT INTERACTION EFFECT BETWEEN NEIGHBORHOOD 3%3 AND EDUCA
TIONAL LEVEL ON THE CONTRIBUTION OF TOTAL AND VIGOROUS OCCUPATIONAL PHYSICAL ACTIVITY 
TO TOTAL PHYSICAL ACTIVITY 0   AND 0   RESPECTIVELY 4ABLE  &IGURE 	 
0ARTICIPANTS WITH A LOWER EDUCATIONAL LEVEL LIVING IN HIGH 3%3 NEIGHBORHOODS HAD 
APPROXIMATELY THE SAME LEVELS OF OCCUPATIONAL PHYSICAL ACTIVITY AND TOTAL PHYSICAL 
ACTIVITY AND THUS CONTRIBUTION OF OCCUPATIONAL PHYSICAL ACTIVITY TO TOTAL PHYSICAL 
ACTIVITY AS THOSE WITH A MODERATE EDUCATIONAL LEVEL LIVING IN THE SAME NEIGHBORHOOD 
)N THE LOWER 3%3 NEIGHBORHOODS IN CONTRAST LOWER EDUCATED PARTICIPANTS HAD HIGHER 
CONTRIBUTION OF OCCUPATIONAL PHYSICAL ACTIVITY TO TOTAL THAN THEIR NEIGHBORS WITH A 
MODERATE EDUCATIONAL ATTAINMENT 4ABLE 	 4HESE DIFFERENCES WERE IN THE MAIN 
DUE TO THE LOWER EDUCATED PARTICIPANTS HAVING MORE OCCUPATIONAL PHYSICAL ACTIVITY 
ESPECIALLY OF VIGOROUS INTENSITY	 RATHER THAN LESS LEISURETIME PHYSICAL ACTIVITY &OR 
MODERATE PHYSICAL ACTIVITY AND WALKING AT WORK NO SIGNIlCANT INTERACTIONS WERE 
FOUND BETWEEN NEIGHBORHOOD 3%3 AND EDUCATIONAL LEVEL )N ADDITION NO INTERAC
TIONS WERE FOUND BETWEEN NEIGHBORHOOD 3%3 AND HOUSEHOLD INCOME LEVEL 4ABLE 
	 4HE OBSERVED EFFECTS OF NEIGHBORHOOD 3%3 AND INDIVIDUAL LEVEL 3%3 ON AMOUNT 
OF OCCUPATIONAL PHYSICAL ACTIVITY AND CONTRIBUTION OF OCCUPATIONAL PHYSICAL ACTIVITY 
TO TOTAL PHYSICAL ACTIVITY WERE CONSTANT ACROSS GENDERS AND AGE GROUPS
4ABLE   !DJUSTEDA #ONTRIBUTION OF /CCUPATIONAL 0! TO 4OTAL 0! 
IN PERCENT	 BY 3%3 6ARIABLE N  	
#ONTRIBUTION 
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#ONTRIBUTION OF
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#ONTRIBUTION OF
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WORK TO TOTAL 0!
#ONTRIBUTION OF
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$ISCUSSION
/UR lNDINGS CONlRM THOSE OF PREVIOUS STUDIES IN THAT A CLEAR INVERSE ASSOCIATION 
WAS  SHOWN BETWEEN 3%3  AND  AMOUNT  OF  PHYSICAL  ACTIVITY  AT WORK   6AZ  AND 
"HARATHI FOUND THAT AMONG TEACHERS OCCUPATIONAL PHYSICAL ACTIVITY ACCOUNTED 
FOR  OF TOTAL DAILY ENERGY EXPENDITURE )T SHOULD HOWEVER BE NOTED THAT THE TYPE 
OF OCCUPATIONAL PHYSICAL ACTIVITY OF TEACHERS WHO MAY BE CONSIDERED AS OF HIGHER 
3%3 IS DIFFERENT FROM THAT OF SOME LOWER 3%3 WORKERS EG BLUE COLLAR WORKERS	 
4EACHERS DO STAND AND SIT FOR A LONG TIME AND HAVE MODERATEINTENSITY OCCUPATIONAL 
ACTIVITIES WHEREAS BLUE COLLAR WORKERS EITHER ENGAGE IN VIGOROUSINTENSITY PHYSICAL 
ACTIVITY OR REPETITIVE MANUAL TASKS THAT INVOLVE STANDING STILL OR SITTING AND GENER
ALLY CONCERNS ACTIVITIES THAT ARE ASSOCIATED WITH ADVERSE HEALTH EFFECTS
!NOTHER STUDY WHICH WAS BASED ON A SURVEY AMONG A REPRESENTATIVE SAMPLE 
OF THE $UTCH ADULT POPULATION ALSO CONCLUDED THAT WORK WAS THE LARGEST CONTRIBU
TOR TO TOTAL PHYSICAL ACTIVITY AND ON AVERAGE CONTRIBUTED FOR  TO TOTAL PHYSICAL 
ACTIVITY 4HEY FURTHER DEMONSTRATED THAT THERE WERE SUBSTANTIAL DIFFERENCES IN TOTAL 
PHYSICAL ACTIVITY BETWEEN OCCUPATIONS AND SECTORS WHICH SEEMED TO BE DUE TO DIF
FERENCES IN OCCUPATIONAL PHYSICAL ACTIVITY
"ASED ON THE lNDINGS OF THESE PREVIOUS STUDIES AND OF THE PRESENT STUDY IT MAY 
BE CONCLUDED THAT ALTHOUGH THE AMOUNT OF PHYSICAL ACTIVITY REQUIRED TO PERFORM A 
JOB HAS PROBABLY DECLINED OVER THE PAST DECADES DUE TO AUTOMATION AND THE USE OF 
LABORSAVING DEVICES WORK STILL ACCOUNTS FOR A RELEVANT PART OF ADULTS TOTAL DAILY 
PHYSICAL ACTIVITY 4HUS WORK CAN CONTRIBUTE SUBSTANTIALLY TO ACHIEVING THE RECOM
MENDED LEVELS OF PHYSICAL ACTIVITY FOR HEALTH  )N MEASURING TOTAL PHYSICAL ACTIVITY 
EXCLUDING WORK ACTIVITIES WILL LEAD TO A SIGNIlCANT UNDERESTIMATION OF TOTAL DAILY 
PHYSICAL ACTIVITY AMONG WORKING ADULT POPULATIONS AND TO THE POTENTIAL MISCLAS
SIlCATION OF ACTIVITY LEVELS BY 3%3
&IGURE 'RAPH SHOWING THE INTERACTION 0  	 BETWEEN NEIGHBORHOOD 3%3 AND EDU
CATIONAL ATTAINMENT IN THE CONTRIBUTION OF VIGOROUS OCCUPATIONAL 0! TO TOTAL 0!
3OCIAL 6ARIATIONS IN 0HYSICAL !CTIVITY AT 7ORK    
/UR lNDINGS  ALSO  SHOWED  AN  INDEPENDENT  EFFECT  OF  NEIGHBORHOOD 3%3 ON 
THE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN INDIVIDUAL EDUCATIONAL ATTAINMENT AND THE CONTRIBUTION 
OF OCCUPATIONAL PHYSICAL ACTIVITY TO TOTAL PHYSICAL ACTIVITY 4HIS RESULTED FROM THE 
CONTRIBUTION OF VIGOROUS OCCUPATIONAL PHYSICAL ACTIVITY )T CAN THUS BE CONCLUDED 
THAT THE RELATIONSHIP OF INDIVIDUAL 3%3 WITH THE CONTRIBUTION OF OCCUPATIONAL PHYSI
CAL ACTIVITY VARIES BY THE 3%3 OF NEIGHBORHOOD OF RESIDENCE
)N THE HIGHER 3%3 NEIGHBORHOODS ABOUT THE SAME CONTRIBUTION OF WORKRELATED 
PHYSICAL ACTIVITY AMONG LOWER AND MODERATE EDUCATED PARTICIPANTS WAS FOUND  
AND 	 )N ADDITION THE CONTRIBUTION AMONG THOSE WITH A MODERATE EDUCATIONAL 
LEVEL WAS APPROXIMATELY EQUAL TO THAT FOR THE MODERATELY EDUCATED PARTICIPANTS LIVING 
IN NEIGHBORHOODS OF LOWER 3%3  AND 	 .EIGHBORHOOD 3%3 INmUENCE 
APPEARED TO WEAKEN AMONG THOSE LIVING IN NEIGHBORHOODS OF HIGHER 3%3	 OR BOOST 
AMONG THOSE LIVING IN NEIGHBORHOODS OF LOWER 3%3	 THE EFFECT OF THE LOWER INDI
VIDUAL 3%3 LEVEL ON THE CONTRIBUTION OF OCCUPATIONAL PHYSICAL ACTIVITY
4HE DIFFERENCES OBSERVED MAY BE AT LEAST IN PART ATTRIBUTABLE TO TYPE OF OCCU
PATION AMONG THE LOWER EDUCATED PARTICIPANTS &OR EXAMPLE IT MAY BE THAT LOWER 
EDUCATED WORKERS LIVING IN NEIGHBORHOODS OF LOWER 3%3 MORE OFTEN PERFORM LESS
SKILLED MANUAL JOBS WHEREAS WORKERS WITH A LOWER EDUCATIONAL ATTAINMENT LIVING 
IN NEIGHBORHOODS OF HIGHER 3%3 PERFORM LESSSKILLED BUT NONMANUAL JOBS !N 
ANALYSIS OF THE INTERACTION OF NEIGHBORHOOD 3%3 AND EDUCATIONAL ATTAINMENT ON THE 
ABSOLUTE AMOUNT OF VIGOROUS OCCUPATIONAL PHYSICAL ACTIVITY SUPPORTED THIS EXPLA
NATION  4ABLE 	 4HOSE OF  LOWER EDUCATIONAL  ATTAINMENT  RESIDENT  IN  LOWER 3%3 
NEIGHBORHOODS HAD NEARLY TWICE AS MUCH VIGOROUS PHYSICAL ACTIVITY AT WORK THAN 
DID THOSE OF LOWER EDUCATIONAL ATTAINMENT RESIDENT IN HIGHER 3%3 NEIGHBORHOODS 
 VERSUS  -%4MINWK	 
!LTERNATIVE  EXPLANATIONS  RELATED  TO  THE OCCUPATIONAL  SETTING  RATHER  THAN  THE 
LEISURE TIME SETTING SHOULD ALSO BE CONSIDERED AS IT WAS SHOWN THAT LEISURE TIME 
PHYSICAL ACTIVITY WAS NOT DIFFERENT BETWEEN EDUCATIONAL LEVELS AND NEIGHBORHOOD 
3%3 LEVELS !N ALTERNATIVE EXPLANATION FOR THE lNDINGS MAY BE DUE TO THE CONCENTRA
TION OF INDUSTRIES OFFERING MANUAL JOBS IN PROXIMITY OF LOWER 3%3 THAN HIGHER 3%3 
NEIGHBORHOODS ,OWER 3%3 AREAS ARE USUALLY MORE INDUSTRIAL THAN HIGH 3%3 AREAS
/UR STUDY HAS LIMITATIONS &IRST THE STUDY SAMPLE WAS RECRUITED FROM ONE CITY 
IN !USTRALIA !DELAIDE %VEN THOUGH THE SAMPLE WAS DRAWN FROM  NEIGHBORHOODS 
WITH VARYING 3%3 AND THEREBY DIFFERED IN SOCIOECONOMIC AND HEALTH CHARACTERISTICS 
OUR lNDINGS SHOULD NOT BE GENERALIZED TOO WIDELY
&URTHER  OUR  STUDY USED  SELFREPORTED PHYSICAL  ACTIVITY  DATA #ONSEQUENTLY 
THE OBSERVED  RELATIONSHIPS BETWEEN 3%3 AND OCCUPATIONAL PHYSICAL  ACTIVITY  ARE 
LIKELY TO BE BIASED DOWNWARD REPRESENT UNDERESTIMATES OF THE RELATIONSHIPS IN THE 
POPULATION	 !LTHOUGH WE USED THE )0!1 WHICH HAS SHOWN ACCEPTABLE TESTnRETEST 
RELIABILITY AND CONCURRENT VALIDITY  WE ENCOUNTERED SOME MEASUREMENT PROBLEMS 
4HERE WERE RELATIVELY MANY INCONSISTENT EXTREME OR MISSING DATA ESPECIALLY WITH 
RESPECT TO THE JOBRELATED ITEMS 4HOSE WITH EXTREME UNREALISTIC PHYSICAL ACTIVITY 
VALUES WERE  EXCLUDED  FROM  THE  ANALYSES  IN ORDER  TO DECREASE  THE POSSIBILITY OF 
SKEWED RESULTS !NOTHER LIMITATION IS THAT NO OCCUPATIONAL TITLE OR CATEGORY DATA WERE 
COLLECTED )N !USTRALIA WITH THE RESTRUCTURING OF THE LABOR MARKET AND THE CHANGES 
TO JOB TRAINING THAT HAVE OCCURRED IN THE PAST  Y OCCUPATIONAL CATEGORY CAN BE A 
PROBLEMATIC MEASURE TO USE (AVING DEALT WITH SUCH PROBLEMS IN AN EARLIER STUDY OF 
OCCUPATION AND PHYSICAL ACTIVITY WE CHOSE NOT TO GO DOWN THIS TRACK IN THE PRESENT 
    0ROPER #ERIN AND /WEN
STUDY &URTHER SYSTEMATIC SELFREPORTING BIAS MAY HAVE OCCURRED FOR INCOME LEVEL 
)N FACT HOUSEHOLD INCOME MAY BE PERCEIVED TO BE A SENSITIVE AND PERSONAL ISSUE 
ESPECIALLY AMONG THOSE WHOSE EARNINGS ARE BELOW THE NATIONAL AVERAGE 4HIS MAY 
LEAD TO OVERREPORTING RATHER THAN UNDERREPORTING HOUSEHOLD INCOME
&INALLY CARE SHOULD BE TAKEN IN THE INTERPRETATION OF OUR lNDINGS DUE TO SELECTIVE 
MISSING VALUES MISSING NOT AT RANDOM	 4HE UNEVEN DISTRIBUTION OF MISSING DATA 
ACROSS  INDIVIDUALLEVEL AND NEIGHBORHOODLEVEL 3%3 GROUPS MIGHT HAVE YIELDED 
LOWER ESTIMATES OF AVERAGE AMOUNTS OF OCCUPATIONAL PHYSICAL ACTIVITY AND CONTRI
BUTION OF OCCUPATIONAL PHYSICAL ACTIVITY TO TOTAL PHYSICAL ACTIVITY 4HIS IS BECAUSE 
MISSING VALUES WERE MORE PREVALENT  IN RESPONDENTS WITH  LOWER 3%3 AND HIGHER 
OCCUPATIONAL PHYSICAL ACTIVITY LEVELS WHILE A NEGATIVE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN 3%3 
AND OCCUPATIONAL PHYSICAL ACTIVITY WAS FOUND )T IS ALSO POSSIBLE THAT THIS PATTERN 
OF MISSING DATA MIGHT HAVE RESULTED IN WEAKER ESTIMATES OF THE EFFECTS OF 3%3 ON 
AMOUNT  OF  OCCUPATIONAL  PHYSICAL  ACTIVITY  AND  THE  CONTRIBUTION  OF  OCCUPATIONAL 
PHYSICAL ACTIVITY TO TOTAL PHYSICAL ACTIVITY
&ROM AN ECOLOGICAL PERSPECTIVE THE ENVIRONMENT PLAYS AN IMPORTANT ROLE IN 
BEHAVIOR CHANGE  &UTURE RESEARCH SHOULD THEREFORE CONSIDER ENVIRONMENTALLEVEL 
AS WELL AS INDIVIDUALLEVEL INmUENCES ON OCCUPATIONAL PHYSICAL ACTIVITY BEHAVIOR 
)N THIS STUDY WE EXAMINED THE hEFFECTv OF 3%3 OF PLACE OF RESIDENCE ON PHYSICAL 
ACTIVITY AT WORK 7E HYPOTHESIZED THAT NEIGHBORHOOD 3%3 MIGHT BE AN INDEPEN
DENT PREDICTOR OF THE CONTRIBUTION OF OCCUPATIONAL PHYSICAL ACTIVITY TO TOTAL ACTIVITY 
THROUGH ITS INmUENCE ON LEISURETIME PHYSICAL ACTIVITY BEHAVIOR 4HIS HYPOTHESIS 
WAS NOT CONlRMED )T MIGHT BE MORE RELEVANT TO INVESTIGATE THE ROLE OF THE WORKING 
ENVIRONMENT SINCE THE WORKING ENVIRONMENT IS LIKELY TO HAVE A DIRECT INmUENCE 
ON THE AMOUNT OF ACTIVITY AT WORK )N COLLECTING INFORMATION ON THE WORKING ENVI
RONMENT ONE COULD EXAMINE ATTRIBUTES OF THE WORKPLACE SURROUNDINGS EG GREEN 
VERSUS INDUSTRIAL USES	 AS WELL AS THE WORKPLACE INTERIOR FOR EXAMPLE PROMPTS 
ATTRACTIVENESS OR LOCATION OF THE STAIRS CAN STIMULATE PHYSICAL ACTIVITY	
)N RELATION TO POLICY AND ENVIRONMENTAL STRATEGIES TO PROMOTE PHYSICAL ACTIVITY  
OUR lNDINGS SUGGEST CHALLENGING CONSIDERATIONS AND MAY HAVE SEVERAL IMPLICATIONS 
FOR BOTH FUTURE RESEARCH AND PRACTICE /UR lNDINGS SHOW THAT OCCUPATIONAL PHYSICAL 
ACTIVITY STILL IS AN IMPORTANT SOURCE FOR TOTAL PHYSICAL ACTIVITY EVEN AMONG THOSE 
OF HIGHER 3%3 )T MAY HOWEVER BE QUESTIONED WHETHER ALL TYPES OF OCCUPATIONAL 
PHYSICAL ACTIVITY IS HEALTHFUL AND HOW THIS DIFFERS BETWEEN 3%3 GROUPS )T IS THERE
FORE OF INTEREST TO FURTHER STUDY THESE DIFFERENCES
7E FOUND EVIDENCE FOR A MODERATING EFFECT OF NEIGHBORHOOD 3%3 ON THE CON
TRIBUTION OF OCCUPATIONAL TO TOTAL PHYSICAL ACTIVITY .EW EVIDENCE IS ALSO EMERGING 
ON THE ROLE OF NEIGHBORHOOD BUILTENVIRONMENT ATTRIBUTES AS CORRELATES OF HABITUAL 
PHYSICAL ACTIVITY PARTICULARLY WALKING &OR EXAMPLE  RECENT !USTRALIAN STUDIES  
HAVE FOUND HIGHER PROBABILITIES OF WALKING FOR RECREATION AND EXERCISE AND OF WALK
ING  FOR  TRANSPORT WHICH  TOGETHER MAKE UP  A  SUBSTANTIAL  PORTION OF !USTRALIAN 
ADULTS TOTAL ACTIVITY IN NEIGHBORHOODS THAT HAVE MORE RELEVANT WALKING SETTINGS 
AND DESTINATIONS 3PATIALLYREFERENCED DEMOGRAPHIC DATA SUCH AS THAT WHICH WE 
USED TO CHARACTERIZE OUR HIGH AND LOW 3%3 NEIGHBORHOODS AND DATA ON OBJECTIVELY 
MEASURED ENVIRONMENTAL ATTRIBUTES SUCH AS STREET NETWORKS AND PROXIMITY OF RETAIL 
OPPORTUNITIES SHOW PROMISE IN PREDICTING PHYSICAL ACTIVITY 4HESE NEW METHODS 
AND MEASURES SHOULD ASSIST IN TEASING OUT WHAT MAY UNDERLIE THE COMPLEX RELATION
SHIPS THAT WE HAVE IDENTIlED
3OCIAL 6ARIATIONS IN 0HYSICAL !CTIVITY AT 7ORK    
)F ACTIVITY AT WORK IS ESSENTIAL FOR MEETING THE CURRENT PHYSICAL ACTIVITY HEALTH
RELATED GUIDELINES AND CERTAIN WORKING POPULATIONS MEET THE RECOMMENDED ACTIVITY 
LEVELS THROUGH THE JOB THEY PERFORM ONE WOULD TEND TO PROMOTE PHYSICAL ACTIVITY 
AMONG THOSE OCCUPATIONS THAT DO NOT REQUIRE ANY PHYSICAL ACTIVITY (OWEVER THE 
OCCUPATIONAL PHYSICAL ACTIVITY REQUIRED TO PERFORM THOSE JOBS MAY NOT BE HEALTH
FUL )N LOWER STATUS JOBS OCCUPATIONAL PHYSICAL ACTIVITIES CAN INVOLVE PHYSICALLY 
HEAVY WORKLOAD WHICH IS ASSOCIATED WITH NEGATIVE MUSCULOSKELETAL	 HEALTH OUT
COMES 3TIMULATING HEALTHFUL ACTIVITY INSTEAD OF SIMPLY MORE PHYSICAL ACTIVITY 
IS A KEY ISSUE
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